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Abstract - IOT has enabled us to connect our day to day devices in a network for a sole purpose to exchange data. Today a 
number of countries has made it mandatory to wear helmet while riding. In this paper, I describe a helmet which is made 
smart using latest IOT technologies. This helmet for the comfort of riders provide various functions such as Listening to the 
music on the go, sending SOS messages in case of emergency, use navigation services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Today we all talk about Internet of Things and how it 
is changing our lives. The Internet of Things is 

creating a new world, a quantifiable and measurable 

world where people and businesses can manage their 

assets in better informed ways, and can make more 

timely and better informed decisions about what they 

want or need to do. This new world brings in many 

practical improvements such as convenience, health 

and safety in our lives. Today in India there is one 

death every four minutes due to road accidents . Out 

of total road accidents, 25% accounts for two wheeler 

accidents . According to recent study 98.6% bikers 

who died didn’t wear a helmet . Hence police 
department has made it mandatory to wear helmet 

while riding. Riders face many problems on the go 

such as unable to take calls, unable to see maps for 

navigation purposes etc. While having these helmets 

as a safety measure is a boon, we add more features 

to it to make it smart. Smart Helmet is an innovative 

way of building a helmet with latest technologies. 

Did you ever feel the need to listen to music or 

maybe send a SOS message in case of Emergency? 

To make the riders feel more comfortable, we 

designed a smart helmet. This project is built to aid 
people to do various task such as listen to music, 

navigation, receive calls and many more while they 

are driving. This helmet is integrated with latest 

Bluetooth technology through which it will get 

connected to the driver’s smart phone. This project 

helps user’s to even more wear helmet because of its 

features in addition to safety purposes. These are the 

three principle issues which inspires us for building 

up this task. The initial step is to recognize the head 

protector is wear or not. In the event that protective 

cap is wear, start will begin else it will stays off till 

head protector isn't wear. For these we utilize FSR 
sensor. The second step is liquor discovery. Liquor 

sensor is use as breath analyzer which recognize the 

nearness of liquor in rider inhale in the event that it is 

surpasses allowable range start can't begin. It will 

send the message to enlist number.MQ-3 sensor is 

utilized for these. At the point when these two 

conditions are fulfilled then start will begin. The third 

principle issue is mischance and late restorative help. 
In the event that the rider met mischance with him he 

can't get medicinal help in a split second, its main 

purpose behind passings. Around consistently beyond 

words because recently restorative help or the mishap 

put is unmanned. In fall recognition, we put 

accelerometer at the bicycle unit. Due to these 

instrument we distinguish the mischance happens or 

not. The point of this task is to make a security 

framework in a protective cap for a decent security of 

bicycle rider. The brilliant protective cap that we 

made is settled with sensors which go about as to 

identify wear head protector or not. There are two 
unique microcontroller is utilized in this venture. 

Every unit has utilized a separate microcontroller, for 

bicycle unit we utilize Arduino Lilypad and for cap 

unit we utilize ARM7 lpc2148. Flag transmission 

between the cap unit and bicycle unit is utilizing a RF 

idea. 

 

II. TECHNICAL STUDIES 

 

2.1 Force Sensing Resistor (FSR) 

Power Sensing Resister is put at inside the protective 
cap where the real human touch is detected. It decides 

by cap unit that whether protective cap is worn or not. 

In the event that this condition will fulfill or not 

fulfilled then it sends the flag to bicycle unit. Power 

Sensing Resistors, or FSRs, are solid polymer thick 

film (PTF) gadgets that obstruction is contrarily 

corresponding to constrain connected to the substance 

of the sensor. This sensor is utilized as human touch 

control in different applications. For example, 

therapeutic frameworks, car gadgets and in apply 

autonomy and mechanical applications. The drive 

versus obstruction trademark appeared in gives a 
general thought of Force detecting resister common 

reaction conduct. For comfort, the power versus 

obstruction information is plotted on a semi-log 

organize. Power detecting resister is two-wire sensor 

with an opposition that changes on connected 
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constrain. The resistor RM is chosen to amplify the 

required constrain affectability run and to restrain 
current. Here we utilize 10 kω of estimating resister. 

 

FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
Figure 1. Flow Diagram 

 

2.2 MQ-3 Alcohol Sensor 

Sensor is appropriate for distinguishing the liquor 
content from breath. It tends to be situated simply 

front of the confront. The sensor is reacts to different 

gases. It decides by cap unit that climate the rider is 

flushed or not. Sensor has potentiometer to changing 

unique convergence of gasses. We align the identifier 

for 0.4mg/L of Alcohol focus in air and utilize 

estimation of obstruction is 200 Kω. MQ-3 has 

bolsters for both simple and advanced. MQ-3 has a 4 

stick to be specific GND, VCC, Aout, Dout. Here we 

utilize advanced yield of this sensor which is gives 

yield in terms of high or low. It chosen by our head 

protector unit climate rider is tanked.[1] 
 

2.3 RF Communication circuit 

Protective cap unit and Bike unit are associated by 

remote connection of RF. RF correspondence circuit 

contains encoder and decoder circuit. Encoder is on 

protective cap side which is utilizing to convert 

parallel information into sequential information. The 

encoder is skilled of encoding rub which contains of 

12N information bits and N Address bits. Each 

location/information can remain set to with two 

legitimate states. The oscillator recurrence is chosen 
by Rosc. We pick oscillator recurrence is 3 kHz, with 

Rosc of 1M ohms. Least transmission of information 

is 4 words. Decoder is on bicycle side, it used to 

unravel sequential information. It changes over this 

sequential information in to parallel. The decoders are 

skilled to get information that are spread by an 

encoder and comprehend it. The first bits period use 

as addresses and last 12N bits as our wanted 

information, where N is remains for location number. 

In this decoder circuit oscillator recurrence is 

multiple times more prominent than fOSCE (encoder 
oscillator recurrence). fOSCD is 150 kHz, which is 

select by estimation of Rosc. Rosc is 1k ohms[2]. 

III. CONSTRUCTION 

 
We already mentioned that we divide a project in two 

units namely helmet and bike. In helmet unit, the 

force sensing resister is placed on inside upper part of 

the helmet where actually head was touched with 

sensor surface. And alcohol sensor is placed on in 

front of rider’s mouth. It can sense easily. Solar 

panels are mounted on upper side of helmet which is 

in direct sunlight. And the battery and regular circuits 

was fixed inside the helmet. Secondary controller and 

RF transmitter circuit was also placed on inside the 

helmet, antenna are located outside the helmet[3]. 

 

APPLICATION 

 

 It can be used in real time safety system. 

 We can implement the whole circuit into 

small module later. 

 Less power  [consuming safety system. 

 This safety system technology can further be 

enhanced  in car and also by replacing the 

helmet with seat belt. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 
 

 We can implement various bioelectric 

sensors on the helmet to measure various 

activity. 

 We can use small camera for the recording 

the drivers activity. 

 It can be used for passing message from the 

one   vehicle to another vehicle by using 

wireless transmitter. 

 We have used solar panel for helmet power 

supply by using same power supply we can 
charge our mobile. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The results of the task have demonstrated that   the 

bicycle start will begin if the cap is worn. Along these 

lines, it will naturally diminish the impact from 

mischance and it can keep away from bicycle from 

being stolen. Arduino   lilypad is great in controlling 

all  the framework and the sensors. Executing the   

remote framework which Radio Frequency Module to 
send motion from cap unit to the bicycle unit. 

Because of this remote association is superior to 

wired connection. 
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